
You would like to support us? 

IBAN LU34 0019 5155 7362 5000
BIC BCEELULL

+352 28 99 73 79

info@sichhenn.lu

www.sichhenn.lu

@Sichhenn.lu

Thank you for your donation!

Sichhenn.lu

1. Call Sichhënn.lu

+352 28 99 73 79

2. Leave us a

Automatic
answering machine

Sichhënn.lu

voice message

4 people from Sichhënn.lu

3. Voice Message is
forwarded to

Whatsapp Rescue Team

4. Message is forwarded
to the team

5. We contact you as
soon ass possible!

Helpline Sichhënn.lu

How does the 
Sichhënn.lu

helpline work?



Contact Sichhënn.lu : +352 28 99 73 79 
Leave a voice message with the following information:  
Name, phone number and briefly explain what happened.

Don‘t run after the dog!
He is faster anyway and you are chasing him away.

Stay at the escape site!
Even though it may take a few hours or longer, most dogs come back 
on their own.

Stay calm!
Do not call or become frantic. A stressed or anxious dog will not even 
go to its owner, or even a stranger, if that person does not convey calm.

No searching with friends or strangers!
You will only chase your dog away and in the worst case he runs onto a 
road.

Inform the police and the forest ranger!

Make sure that the microchip is correctly registered!
You can look this up here: www.europetnet.com
If not, please register him as soon as possible, e.g. at Tasso.net

Animal missing! What now?

Social Media

Social media is an important tool for the distribu-
tion of missing alerts! 

It is important to write in the alert that no one 
should run around searching, but only sightings 
should be reported with exact details of time and 
place.

Frequently asked questions:

• When does it make sense to use a search dog?

• What does Sichhënn.lu need to be able to 
search for an animal? 

• How do I secure a sample of my dog‘s scent 
for an emergency? 

You can find answers to these questions and 
further information on our website:

www.sichhenn.lu

Sichhënn.lu is an association (asbl)  composed of 
volunteers, who are trained with their dogs in the 
field of searching for missing people and animals, 
the so-called mantrailing and pettrailing. 

With our years of experience and training, regular 
further training and a well-stocked and constantly 
expanding equipment, we offer our help to find 
missing persons and/or animals. 

Our service is voluntary, therefore we appreciate 
any financial support in the form of a donation to 
maintain and upgrade our equipment.

Find our team members on our website:
www.sichhenn.lu

• Where can I buy the Sichhënn.lu scent  
conservation kit?

Who are we?


